A Quick Example
of Postage Currency
(Designated as PC 1-16 In Scott’s Specialized)
Issued from
For PSLC Meeting of the 22nd July 2020 via Zoom

PC 16 (Front)

Owned by John M. Bray

And the back

First, some background
 The U.S. Civil War (War is always tough on economy)
 Hoarding of coinage for wartime intrinsic value
 Further devalued paper (i.e. in 6/62 coin was +9%>paper)

(Recall FDR’s executive order [#6102] making it a criminal
offense for U.S. citizens to own or trade in gold anywhere in the
world except for some jewelry & select collectible gold coins. The
Gold Reserve Act followed in 1934.)

 Some cities had their local specie (paper) for such,
however this was illegal in several states.

 Coins not always available for small business transactions
especially for giving change. Some vendors required a
premium, for return change!

 One Solution-Use postage stamps!

The Birth of Encased Postage
 At first stamps were used in envelopes as if they
were banknotes. In time these got damaged-

 John Gault to the rescue…
 Wrap stamp edges around cardboard
 Place in brass coin-shaped Jacket
 Cover with mica window for view
 Advertise on the back
 A micro-industry was born
 Used the eight denominations of 1861-2 issue
 Still, not enough encased items to meet the needs

Was there a better or easier way?
 Francis Spinner, U.S. Treasurer; The 17 July 1962
Postage Currency Bill; Substitutes for small
currency.

 The beginning of fractional currency (i.e. paper
specie with value <$1.00)

 Five issue periods from 1862-1876 (never > 50¢)
 Started with postage currency in 1st and 2nd issue
 Stamps affixed to banknote (treasury) paper…
 Images of stamps then printed on treasury paper of

values from 5¢, 10¢, 25¢, and 50¢. Perfed then nonperfed.
 Size: All are 65.5 cm by 45 cm (A little bigger than a
business card)
 PC Duration: 21-8-62 to 27-5-63, about nine months
 Listed in Scott’s PC1 to PC16

Scott’s 2011 Specialized

From the National Numismatic
Collection of the Museum of
American History via Wikipedia

For what it’s worth…
 The front sides were printed by the Nat’l Bank Note
Company

 The back sides were printed by the American Bank Note
Company

 Numbers PC 1-8 contained the engraved script initials
of the ABC on the back.

ç

Following the postage currency
 In review, there were five issue periods from 1862 to
1876.

 Postage currency was in use from 21-8-62 to 27-5-63
 After this stamp images were no longer used, and the

new notes were referred to as fractional currency,
though technically, postage currency was also fractional
currency.
The new notes looked more
like Federal, state, and local
currency. There were about
20 varieties minted over the
next 13 years. A favorite is to
the left where Treasurer
Skinner used
his own
engraved image on the note!
There was some talk…

For future discussion
 How prevalent was fractional currency in the U.S.
before the Civil War?

 What did the Confederacy do about their coin
shortages?

 Are there any PSLC members and/or guests who
collect fractional currency including postage
currency and encased stamps?

 And now the question…

